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MADE IN TURKEY

PLAFORM is New Generation Polymer Concrete Formwork developed by MISA in Turkey.
More environmental
More economical
More durable

SOLID DURABLE HIGH QUALITY LONG LASTING

What are the Advantages ?

1220x2440mm or
1250x2500mm
Standard size boards has
18 or 21mm thickness

Maximum efficiency on
concrete formwork. Can be
used with wooden or filmfaced plywoods

%100 PP Polymer based
high quality nano-tech raw
material

Since there is no adherence
between the polymer surface
and concrete, thus it does not
stick to the concrete, and gives
a smooth concrete surface.

Can be nailed, drilled or
cut as done in plywood.
Easier to assemble and it can
be easily cleaned with water.

Unlike Plywood, there is no
deformation, rot or rust.

Maximum performance
between -10 +70
temperatures

Since its recycling is based
weight, even the smallest
part is not wasted.

It is long-lasting than any
grade plywood; Longer life
span even in the most severe
working conditions

It is with the highest
impact resistance level,
it won’t break even
it falls from height.

It can be used in columns,
walls, floors and beams.
It is also very suitable for
circular wall forming
since it regains its form after
stretching.

It can be stored in any
environment and is not
affected by unfavorable
strange conditions
(water, humidity, insects, etc.).

What is

?

New generation product PLAFORM is made
of %100 PP Plastic, fully recyclable,
longer-lasting,lower cost, and lighter in
weight. We are not only providing a new and
sustainable product to the entire construction industry but also an important value and
a new understanding of concrete formwork.

Usage Areas ?
It is a product that can be used in various
sectors, especially in construction formwork. The surface performance is at the
maximum level in re-use or after use,
depending on the usage conditions in the
construction site, the concrete surface
and many factors. Plaform is recommended for floors with a material static
concrete thickness of up to 25 cm, at
intervals of 25-30 cm.

IN CONSTUCTION

In concrete formwork, scaffolding platforms, interior partition and roofing
works,flooring and parquet industry.

IN TRANSPORT AND SHIP SECTOR

It is used in the floor and side covers of
the truck trailers,
The floors of the containers,
The floor and side parts of the wagons,
Animal tranport vehicles,
Buses and shipbuilding in the cargo parts
of the ships.

OTHER AREA OF USAGE

In toys,
Game halls,
Musical instruments,
Production of music columns,
Traffic signs, billboards and urban
furniture, garden sheds.
It is used basketballa backboards
and skate courts, Wall climbing boards,
Grandstands, stage and show
constructions,
Kitchen counter tops and counter tops
Textile machine tables and cutting benches.

Reduce your project cost and
time with easier instllation /
lifting. ( 10.25 kg per m2 for
18mm and 12.5 kg per m2 for
21mm )
Besides its many advantages,
its application and function is
the same as plywood and when
used with plywood it provides a
perfect combination.

Horizontal Use
Multi-Span Thick Surface
Deflection and Strength Tables in Line of Strong Axis

Vertical Use

Multi Span Thick Surface
Deflection and Strength Tables in Line of Strong Axis
Concrete Casting Speed (m/h)
Maks. Concrete Pressure

Consistency

Length Range

Deflection (mm)

Length Range

Maks. Concrete Pressure

Consistency :
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